Ever dreamed of going on safari?

At home in nature

With Richard Schmid as your personal guide you will experience
Kenya with all its facets and backgrounds. Thanks to Richard’s
knowledge of personal closeness to the country and its people your journey of discovery will be an exciting treasure hunt
through the savannah. Not only will you encounter wildlife, you
will also receive an insight into the culture and people of Kenya.
Relaxing moments in the tent camp as well as atmospheric evenings by the campsite ensure a rounded experience.

We ensure that our guests are accommodated in ecologically
operated camps and lodges.
An overnight stay in the middle of the bush in a tent camp or
in a lodge is a unique experience. After sunset, you can enjoy
the experiences of the day at the campfire, discuss and exchange ideas with other guests, while listening to the unfamiliar
night sounds. You will spend the night in tents with appropriate
equipment. The tent lodge offers somewhat more comfort. All
house tents have their own WC and shower. Our kitchen team
will conjure up wonderful menus on an open fire. All our staff
are very courteous and always anxious to ensure your stay is as
pleasant as possible.

Richard and his native colleague will lead you safely through the
heart of the bush on extensive nature walks and game drives
They will inform you about the diverse and rich local life in Kenya as well as offering insights into the opportunities and risks
of wildlife protection programs. Eco Safari is also committed to
contributing to your understanding of local community involvement. During your trip, you will visit orphanages and schools
and meet local people committed to community development.

Experience Africa

Naturewalks and Gamedrives

On our varied routes you will experience the versatility and
excitement of Kenya. Our safaris usually last between 10 and 14
days and take place in the interior of the country (land arrangement). Additional days at the Indian Ocean can be organized individually. We will be happy to advise you if you wish to
extend your stay.

Those who decide to explore the bush by foot will experience
nature intensely and up close. Our local guide will lead you
safely through the Savannah on extensive bush hikes while
pointing out traces of cats of prey, termite mounds as well as
numerous animals and plants in their natural environment. On
game drives you can observe the animals in close proximity from
the safety of the jeep while learning many interesting facts from
the guide.

private safaris
Would you like a safari individually arranged for you? We are
happy to advise you personally and answer your questions.
We will provide you with valuable information on preparation
and travel. Arrange a non-binding appointment with us.

Your Guide

Contact

Behind Eco Safari is Richard Schmid, a certified guide and
nature lover, as well as other certified guides on site, all of who
know the bush and look forward to taking you on a journey
with them into the vastness of Africa.

Richard G. Schmid

Schmid – Eco Safari
Richard Schmid
Forchstrasse 22a
8610 Uster
Switzerland

“Even before I left Africa,
I knew I would miss its vast plains”
Ernest Hemingway, Green Hills of Africa

+41 (0) 44 941 27 75
+41 (0) 79 340 84 23
richard@eco-safari.ch

Richard was born and educated in Kenya. He looks forward
to introducing you to the animal and plant world. Giving his
customers an understanding of the life of the local community
is also a matter close to his heart.

“You can leave Africa,
but Africa will never leave you.”
African proverb

Eco Safari Ltd. is certified by
KRA, Kenya Revenue Authority, Nairobi

www.eco-safari.ch

Exploring the vast
plains of africa

Safari Guide “Level 2”
Member of Field Guide Association South Africa “FGASA”
Certified by Cathsseta South Africa

